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1. Recent arguments and some history



Recent arguments

‘Research is largely irrelevant for teachers’ (Maley, 
Medgyes)

Do you … 

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree more than disagree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree more than agree
5. Strongly disagree                           ?









‘Not all applied linguistic / educational research is relevant to 
teachers’

Do you … 

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree
5. Strongly disagree            ?

[So,]  certain kinds of research are relevant to teachers … 



Some history





Harold E. Palmer (1878–1949)



‘Scientism’

• Lots of complex jargon

• But also beginning of explicit attempts to 
solve problems through research

• Beginning of a ‘scientific period’ (Howatt & 
Smith)



Antecedents







According to Palmer (1917), why is there a need for 
a new ‘science of language teaching’ involving 
research?

“ce n'est pas la méthode qui nous manque; ce qui 
nous manque c'est la base même de la méthode”  
(Palmer 1917)

(“it is not 'method' that we lack; what we lack is a 
basis for method” (my translation))



“no one programme can possibly be ideally 
suitable for all classes of students; hence, in 
addition to the Standard Programme that we 
have … described, we must be prepared to draw 
up Special Programmes’ (Palmer 1917: 16)



‘Scientific method’, according to Palmer (1917: 20):

(a) To collect isolated facts and factors in such numbers as 
to cover the whole field of inquiry.

(b) To classify, examine, and correlate them.

(c) To draw from them certain conclusions upon which 
the fundamental principles may be established and stated 
in categoric terms.

(d) To confirm and justify these principles by putting them 
to the test of actual and continual practice.



As a language teacher in Belgium, Palmer …

“explored the possibilities of one method after 
another, both as teacher and student. He would 
devise, adopt, modify or reject one plan after 
another as the result of further research and 
experience in connexion with many languages –
living and artificial.”



The Institute for Research in English 
Teaching, Tokyo (founded 1923)

1923–1936 – in Japan



Michael West (1888–1973)



Some influences on post-war ELT



Post-World War II applied linguistics

The tradition of practical experimentation / 
experience theorized

was met by …

‘linguistics applied’ (audiolingualism etc.)



1970s Applied Linguistics in the UK: 

– a ‘golden age’ of  practice–theory linkage, 
mediated by the  British Council –> CLT ?

 now grown apart (again), while ‘problems’ 
are bigger and wider



2009–2013 project: British Council 
Directory of UK ELT research

Research
For the purposes of this exercise, we took the 
primary meaning of ‘research’ to be original 
investigation undertaken in order to gain 
knowledge and understanding. However, the 
term also includes scholarship, for example in 
forms such as dictionaries, research databases 
and reviews of the ‘state of the art’ in areas 
relevant to ELT.



‘ELT research’ was defined as referring to any 
research whose data and/or findings relate 
directly to the teaching, learning or assessment 
of English as a Foreign, Second or Additional 
Language in the UK or any other context. 



Some overall findings

• There’s more than you might expect
• Much of it done into testing / by Cambridge 

Assessment/CRELLA
• Cf. materials – done by publishers
• Language research -> grammars, dictionaries –

not included
• Not much into EYL
• Not much into developing countries exc. PhDs
• Quite a lot of qualitative research
• Not much teacher-research



On ‘mediation’ and ‘open access’ as 
ways to bridge the gap

• Recorded keynotes - TESOLacademic

• Summaries - ELT Research bites. (cf. Language Teaching in 
the past)

• Blogs – e.g.Scott Thornbury; Geoff Jordan; Shona Whyte

• Increasing number of open access journals / articles / 
chapters

From  research into a more accessible form for  teachers 
(‘mediating’  from theory to practice)



2. Research for ELT practitioners (‘ELT 
research’)

Taking the notion of ‘ELT research’ further –

building more of a focus on practitioners’ 
concerns into the stages of research prior to 
dissemination



’

• British Council ELTREP awards – publications

• British Council award for MA dissertation with 
greatest potential for impact

• Research agendas (e.g. for British Council, for 
TESOL)



‘ELT research’ could be (re)defined more radically as 
‘research which is planned, carried out and/or 
disseminated with (active and equal) engagement 
of ELT practitioners’, e.g.:
- in formulating research issues and questions
- in planning data collection approaches
- in analysing data
- in interpreting the findings
as well as in sharing the research



e.g. in the context of … 

• Researcher–teacher collaborations

• University/Training college–school partnerships

• Teacher association research

• Encouragement of teacher-research via existing 
and new networks



3. Teacher-research in ELT

One possible form of ELT research



bit.ly/telcnet-home

facebook.com/groups/telcgroup/



















‘ELT research’ can be (re)defined more radically as 

‘research which is planned, carried out and/or 
disseminated with the  (active and equal) 
engagement of ELT practitioners’, e.g.:

- In formulating research issues and questions

- In planning data collection approach

- In analysing data

- In interpreting the findings

- In sharing the research



Teacher-research

‘Teacher-research’ = 

‘research initiated and carried out by teachers into issues 
of importance to them in their own work’  / ‘’research done 
by teachers into issues which concern them’

‘Addressing questions that arise from your practice by 
gathering data, analysing it, and sharing what you find’

R



Possibility of teacher-research

‘Doing teacher-research is not possible for most 
teachers’

Do you … 

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree more than disagree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree more than agree
5. Strongly disagree                           ?









Images of research



Images of research



Images of research



Teacher-research … 

can usefully be supported by universities, teacher 
associations, new networks etc. –> mentoring of 
teacher-research

But with appropriate definitions, images and 
models of research



Definitions of research

Research is ...

‘a process of inquiry consisting of three [...] 
components: (1) a question, problem, or 
hypothesis, (2) data, (3) analysis and 
interpretation of data’ (Nunan 1992)

‘the organized, systematic search for answers to the 
questions we ask’ (Hatch and Lazaraton 1991: 1) 

‘systematic enquiry made public’ (Stenhouse 1975)



Share a concern with students (‘How can I/we ….?’)
And ask for their opinions – 5 minutes’ anonymous writing at 
the end of the class.

Or just ask them for general ‘good points’ and ‘points to 
improve’ about the lessons.

Categorize responses and make improvements on this basis

Is this research? Is it useful research? 

Does it need to be shared more widely / have more general 
relevance?

Does it seem feasible? 



A better 
image of 
research?















The Champion Teachers project in 
Chile (2013+)



Exploratory action research





Some facts about 
teachers!

• Teachers work 40 – 44 hours per 
week and have limited time to 
plan. 

• Teachers need to manage many 
things at the same time 
(sometimes many jobs!). 

• Teachers teach large classes (40-45 
Ss) per class.

• Teachers think research is 
something only scholars and 
professors do.



Andrea’s research…
Wrapping up classes, the end is as important as the 

beginning of the class!

• Her Context…

- High school class

- 40 – 42 students per class

www.britishcouncil.org



Andrea’s puzzle 

Is she wrapping up her lessons effectively?



Step 1:

She decided to find out the answer…

1. What is a wrapping up?

2. What are the characteristics of a wrapping up?

3. How do her students react in that part of the class?



Step 2:

• She asked some colleagues about wrapping 
up.

• She  surfed the web for answers.

• She asked a colleague to observe her class.

• She made a parallel of what she was doing 
and her ideal wrapping up.



WHAT DID SHE FIND OUT?
• Her colleagues and she had the same thoughts 

about wrapping up 

• The article on the web also confirmed her ideas 

• There was a huge difference between what she was 
doing and what she thought was right.

• Every time she repeated the same question at the 
end of the class, her students packed their things to 
leave 

• She had to do something about it



Step 3: Action

• She decided to try a different activity 
and see what happened.



Step 4

- Come back to step 2… 



Step 5: 

• Think of and plan different activities as 
wrapping up.



Step 6

• Come back to step 2 



Step 7

• Asked her students about the activities



Andrea’s reflections

• Discovering is more important than 

solving a problem.

• Teaching is learning!

• Teachers are powerful.

• Research helps you to know why you are 

doing something and not just acting 

because of a feeling.

• Research is not only for experts… 

teachers have much more things to say 

because we are the ones who are inside 

the classroom.

• Accept that we make mistakes or maybe 

we do not do thing in the best way…





‘My research journey started 
with a feeling, just a feeling 
that something wasn’t right. 
Going from that feeling to 
asking why, and finding out 
what works is the key.’



Action research 
is important because it 
lights a spark in the 
darkness of the system; it 
lights a spark in the 
mentality of the people 
who do not want to 
change; and it lights a 
spark in the school by 
making people believe that 
they own the changes that 
can be made in any 
learning environment.’



We need to stop 
focusing on our 
concerns and pay 
more attention to 
our students’ 
concerns. As a result 
of this project, I feel 
that I am more 
empathetic’



I heard my
students.
I saw myself



Find more 
Exploratory Action 
Research stories here



Spread to other schemes

CT – Peru

AARMS – India

AARMS – Nepal



Forthcoming: 

Richard Smith & Paula Rebolledo: A Handbook 
for Exploratory Action Research (British Council)



Electronic Village Online (EVO) 2018







• Innovative publishing (cf. Smith, Rebolledo, 
Bullock, Robles article)



Teachers research! Facebook group

facebook.com/groups/teachersresearch/



resig.iatefl.org/publications



trfestival.wordpress.com



Possibility of teacher-research

‘Doing teacher-research is possible for me’

Do you … 

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree more than disagree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree more than agree
5. Strongly disagree                           ?




